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The authors suggested, in the previous paper(i), that the complicated distribution
system, such as loop, banking, network and the like, may be systematically analyzed by
treating the whole system as a combination of simple four terminal network.
In this paper, Part‑II, the analyzing method for the loop primary system is described
and formulized by the.above treatment.

1. Introduction
The authors presented, in the previous paper('), a simplified analyzing method for
operating characteristics of the tree‑type distribution system, having a rectangular load
area with uniform load distribution, by representing the load as an equivalent admittance
and treating the system as a simple four terminal network.

According to this method, it can be expected that the complicated system may be
systematically analyzed. In this paper, the systematized analyzing method for the loop
system is described.

2. The Loop Primary Circuit
(fed by two loop primary feeders)
Consider the loop primary circuit which starts from asubstation bus and, making
a loop through the area to be served, returns to the same bus as shown in Fig. 1. The
powers in its area are supplied through the three‑phase, three‑wire distribution lines
and all balanced unless otherwise specified notes.
In this figure;
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phase voltages at the end of main line A and B in volt,

line currents at the sending ends of the loop primary feeder A and B in

ampere,
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cos e., cos e b;

aa, ab
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Ca, Cb

;

2ia, 2ib

;

‑‑

phase voltage at the substation bus m volt,
phase voltages at the feeding point of main line A and B in volt,

foad‑densities of the load area A and B in volt‑ampere per square kilometer,

power facters of the load area A and B,
lengths of main line A and B in kilometer,
lengths of laterals A and B in ki!ometer,
series impedances of main line A and B in olm per kilometer,
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Fig. 1. The Loop primary circuit.
Note: The positive direction of current flow is indicated

. by the arrow.

2!a==ria+7'Xla, 2ib=rib+7'Xlb, ‑･
Zl., Zlb ; effective impedances of main line A and B per kilometer,
Zl.= ri. cos O. + .Xl. sin e. , Zlb== r,b cos eb + .Xlb sin eb

22., 22b ; series impedances of laterals A and B in ohm per kilometer,
22a = r2a +7'"X>a , 22b = r2b +1'X>b '

'

4., 4b ; effective impedances of latefals A and B per kilometer,

'

4.=r2. cos e.+.X>. sin e., 4b == r,b cos eb +.X>b sin eb
' Ni., Nib ; load admittances of main line A and B in mho per kilometer,
Nia=2,eiilll･l."･ Nib=ZCS{･l,b'

N2., N2b ; load admittances of laterals A and B in mho per kilometer,

N2a=ga.D.,:,･P2b=gkD.,:･
‑‑
E..(EAes), E.b(EAb); represented phase voltages of main line
(or laterals) A and B in volt,

..t t /t tt
d., db ; spacing of laterals A and B in kilometer,
[A..] ; an abridged notation of genera! circuit constants from m

to n, [A..]=[g･.M." il::].
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Here, concerning the represented phase voltage of each load area, the values derived
from assuming that each load area is served by the respective tree‑type distribution system

may be adopted approximately. (See Appendix.)
Now, the equivalent sequence circuit of the loop primary circuit in Fig. 1 is given by
a combination of fbur terminal network as shown in Fig. 2, in which the loop primary feeder,

B, is disconnected from the substation bus at the point, S', but, in compensation for it,
the phase voltatge E, is impressed at this point.
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from x to y. ,
Fig. 2. The equivalent sequence circuit of Fig. 1.

The equivalent circuit is a kind of tree‑type primary distribution circuit in which
. is impressed at both ends.
the same phase voltage E.

(1) Current and power at the sending end
The current and power at the sending end can be immediately calculated as
follows(2):
[/:s] .. [g;,s: 'S;s.;]' [E' ;] == [A.,t] ･ [/ri] ,

where,

Then,

‑‑

‑‑‑

[Ass'] = [Aso] ' [Aoi] ' [Ai2] ' [A23

(1)

.
]･[A.,].

Es= Ass'Es +Bss'4', ( 2 ),

e‑‑

.
. ,4,･
4 =Css'Es +Dss

(3)

From Eqs. (2) and (3),

‑‑

4= DB'iii Es‑ BI., Es=Dt'ii, "Es･

(4)

‑t

4' == Bl,., Es‑ #ii' Es == IB‑･ ,e, Ss" Es ･

(5)

.
The current at the sendlng end, Ik,t,
is derived as follows:

‑‑
4s' " 4‑4' == Ass' +BD,,;s'‑2
' E,,= Y}s'Es '

‑‑

(6)
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.
IYI,,,
means the apparent load admittance viewed from the distributing substation.

The power, ptir,.t, to be served is, VPr..t==3E.4.t‑‑3g.tE?. (7)
(2) Voltage at any point on distributing main
Consider the voltage at any point on distributing main in Fig. 1. The circuit from
the substation bus to any point, le, is shown in Fig, 3 and the sequence circuit is shown in
Fig. 4.

s th
'tt E, k Loopsection
Es

, s,

s(‑s,)
Ds'h

ih=O..

Ask
iss'‑

Ek

'Fictitious.stub,

Mstributing

sttEgi5ii5il‑5ib tat'on us Fig･ 4･ The sequence circuit of fig. 3.
Fig. 3. The circuit from the distribution
bus to the objective point, k.

'

Here, draw out a fictitious stub connection with open terminal from the point, le.

Then, the fo11owing relation is obtained:

Ek= is,s 'a (s)
'

where, Ag b,= As iills'k+4'jBsh, ' (g)
Bsle+Bs'k
which is the constant A fbr two fbur terminal networks in parallel between the substation
and any point, le, on main.

‑e ABIIk,]
‑‑
Now, [A..t]‑[A.k]･[Aks,]=[A.k]'[D.'k]=[cA.S,k bBik,]'[g.S,',k
=‑[g･X,k/ri,':.'/ri,kg,Sl,kgi,k/ril:.'/ri,k,"s,1,k],

e ‑‑ ‑e

hence, as B..,==A.kB.,k+A.tkB.k substituting this relation into Eq. (9),

.

A;S=B.,Bisk.,,, (io)

Thus, the voltage at any point, k, on distiibuting main is given by Eqs. (8) and
(10) as

ilk == Bski･ ,,4s'k Es' (ii)
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(3) Maximum voltage drop
Consider the point of rnaximum vo!tage drop on the main line of loop primary circuit
and calculate the voltage drop at the last end of the lateral tapped off at the above point,

that is, the maximum voltage drop of 1oop primary circuit.
Now, the fo11owing question is preliminarily considered.
That is "where is the point of maximum voltage drop on the main line fed from its
both sides ?"
In such a case, it must be fbund the point on main where is no current, because, at this

point, the maximum voltage drop arises.
Then, assuming that there is no current at the point where is at x on main from the
feeding point, O, in Fig. 5, the following equations are obtained:

‑

‑]i

‑

T

l;b EiC
x

O 1+
tM

I

lEr

lx

!

Maximum voltage drop
polnt on ‑‑
maln

i

‑

'

ea‑

Fig. 5. Load distribution area fed from both

ends on it$ main.

Ex==IEo･
Ex=.1 Ei･ (12)
Da‑x

Ax

‑e !li ,.,Daix.. COSh of(a‑X), (13)
From Eq. (12),
Eo

Ax

cosh dix

E, = .E, = coshof(a‑x) ,,.1+gyZ(a‑X)2..1‑lyza(2xra),

E, E, coshdix 1+iyZlv2 2

therefo re, x =‑l}‑ a + yil}i ( E6E E') ･

(14)

(15)

Rewriting this equation, x :‑l}‑a(1+siz‑d,.Ell8gi)･

(16)

Moreover,putting, K"=(?lg)'izootz2,

(17)

the maximum voltage drop point is given by the equation,

x‑‑1‑a(1+K).

(18)

2
The existence of the maximum voltage drop or its position on main line
is determined
by the value o f K which is the rate of voltage difference .betwee,n both ends to the voltage
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drQp at the last end of the main line in the case of regarding the system as a tree‑type dis‑

tribution system fed frem one end, 'O.

The discriminant for the above question is shown in Table‑1.
Table 1. The discriminant fbr the position of maximum voltage drop.

K

position of maximum

voltage drop (on main)

note

IKI >1

non‑existence

Non‑existence within the load distribution
area concerned.

K=:= 1

x=a

It is equivalent to the tree‑type circuit fed

from O.

Eo>E!, Ei/Ee :1‑eyZlri2.

O<K<1

a
‑2‑<X<a

Eo >Ei ･

K!‑O

x=‑i‑a

1

It is equivalent to the uniform load loop
circuit the length of which is a.

‑1<K<O

o<x<g
2

K:=‑1

x==O

Ei=Eo ･
Ei>Eo ･
It is equivalent to the tree‑type circuit fed

from 1.

Eo<Ei, Ei/Eo=1+lyZd2.

Then, the maximum voltage drop of loop primary circuit in Fig. 1, can be obtained
by the fo11owing steps:
(a) Calculate the voltages at the points (O,1,2 and 3), where are at the ends on main line of

each load area.

(b) Select the area having maximum voltage drop on main between two load distribution
areas, on reference to the above voltages and the discriminant shown in Table‑1.
(c) If the load area A is selected in Step (b), the distance x from the feeding point, O, on

main line A to the point where shows maximum voltage drop is calculated by Eq. (18).
(d) The maximum voltage drop of loop primary circuit ean be obtained by the equation,

'

%E,.= : l Es l ;rr.l‑"
Eoe I × 1oo

'

IEsl
= I E, l ‑ l E, I (i ‑ Y‑i‑q2Zla･ x2 ‑pt2"2Z‑li" c:) × ioo

lal

‑ee

‑ [ l Esii .i Eh l + ‑Ikl‑, l ･ (Yia2Zla x2 + Y2a2Zlia c:)] × ioo

.

‑=%E,,+ g.;l･(ptia2Zlax2+7,z=.24‑‑aeg)×ioo (ig)

‑‑

where, %Eso‑ ‑IEsl‑IE61×1oo
IE.1
which is the voltage drop from S to O, (refer to Eq. (26) in Part‑1)
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I Eo. I or l E, I (1 ‑ Yi "2Z'"x2 ‑ ･J'2a2Zlia c2.) ,

which is the vo!tage drop from e to the last end of the lateral tapped off at x.

Giving the load density D. in leVA!lem2 and the voltages in leV)
%Ese=%Eso+ (Ci(ilvl ill,." "2 + dioQvc'li, izen c:)(1' 2IiiilloSO) ' (20)

'

In the case of leop primary circuit having the load distribution areas of various load

densities more than two, the fbllowing method is adopted.
That is, first, the equivalent circuit as shown in Fig. 6 is made up, and the load dis‑

tribution area concerned is selected on reference to Eq. (11) and Table‑1, and next, the
maxiinUm voltage drop of this circuit is calculated on reference to Eq. (19) or (20).

Load area

s

E, Loadarea L‑tdarea ' a,y..E,
s
Aso

o

Aei'

1

A12

2

A,3

3

‑ ‑‑ ‑‑‑

st‑.2

As,‑2,s'‑1

'

Als'‑1,s'

Loop primary Loop feeder ‑ LoQp primary

feederA feederB

Fig. 6. The equivalent sequence circuit.
In this case, the general circuit constants A, B, C and D are given as fo11ows:

[Ask] [Akst] =: [Ds'k]
[A..t] == "ttso]' [Aohl [l4Ih'''[A‑' i‑:IJIJi :' [AZ, k+i]'" [As'"2, s'‑i]' [As'‑i,s'] ･

Here, as the suppiement, consider the voltage at any point of tree‑type primary
circuit having the load distribution areas of various load densities.
It can be derived as fbllows, assuming that the circuit in Fig. 6 is a tree‑type primary
circuit fed from S only.
Putting the current at the last end S' is zero,

Es :Ass'Es' (i)
and, the voltage at any peint le,

.
Ele,

is,

Es == AskEk+ BskLb･ (ii )･ ik =: 2:Si E' km Bl., Es'･ (iii)

‑‑‑,E.,,
from Eqs. (li) and (iii), E.=A.,E,+BseDks'E,‑ ?sk
Bks'
hence,

Bks'

AskBks'.+B'skbks'E,==‑.1 (Bk.'Es+BskEs'),

Bks' Bks'

but, AskBks'+Bskbks'=Bss',
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‑‑ ‑‑
therefore,Bsst
Ek=Bks'EslBskEs', (iv)
substituting (i) into the Eq. (iv),

I;k=(B'hS'+ABIi.b,)rBE:.".7' (")
The above mentioned procedure is profitable in case that it is desirable to make the

load density of load area some more subdivide.
(4) Current at the point of loop section (interchanging current)
Consider the current at the point of loop section, that is, the interchanging current as

shown in Fig. 1.

The sequence circuit is shown in Fig. 7.

A side

is

s

N

Es
.

.

ny'‑‑‑

i1 i,

[Ais]==[4tt] t'

ky

s'

iAVs‑ei‑‑‑‑‑‑':

iN J

‑ ‑‑‑ s‑ ‑‑ m‑‑‑

v

'‑ 7'‑
Ikt

Loop section

B side

Mstributing
Substation bus
Fig. 7. The circuit fbr calculation of the

interchanging current.
In Fig. 7, now it is assumed that the interchanging current, le, flows from the A si de
to the B side.

The fbllowing equations are derived:

L=Ast4‑esEs, (21)
from Eq. (4), i, ‑= .D

where, [A.i] ; general circuit constants from S to l,
[Ai.t]; general circuit constants from l to S',

.
[A..t];
general circuit constants from S to S',
[Ass'] = [Asi] ' [Ais'] = [Asi] ' [bs'i]'

he nce, L‑ (24.i･ Dt/.i, i‑ e.,) E. ‑(As iDss"BC' i.i,Bss')‑ 24si E. , (22)

but, Bss'=AsiBis'+BsiDis', bss' == esBis'+bsiDis',
so that, AsiD.,,‑ C,iB.., = i4.ie,iBi., + A,iD.iDi.t‑ C.iA.Bi.th C,iB,ibt,,

‑‑ ‑ BsiCsi)
e ‑‑== Dis' = As'i'
‑‑
= Dts'(A:siDsi
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therefore, the interchanging current is given by the equatien,

‑‑ ‑‑

L==Ast'i,,"s"Es=:A.,B".S,i'.‑Blii'.,,'Es )

‑2sf '.e.l･ft, E. i (23)
Asi As'i
' the first term, (it E.),
As fbr the numerater ofthe 'right‑hand side of this equation,
shows the voltage at the point, l, regarded a tree‑type distribution circuit (S‑l) as been

fed from S only and the secend term, (i,iE.),shows the voltage at the point, l,
regarded a tree‑type distribution circuit (S'‑l) as been fed from S' only, so that, the

difference of each voltage shows the voltage which appears at the point when the leop

section is open. .

The each term of the denominator shows the driving point impedance of the each

circuit viewed from the loop section, respectively.

3. The Loop Primary Circuit
(fed by one !oop primary feeder)
Consider the loop primary circuit fed by one loop primary feeder as shown in Fig. 8.
In this case, the sequence circuit is as shown in Fig. 9, and the following equations
are derived:

Lateral‑A

fraa'rr

Mainlime‑A

m･stributingB‑;SubbsGgElroniRoda

lCa
1

A
R(‑R')

iRt

Loop primary

i

T2Cb

s7siRR'";:‑

‑

‑

Loopfeeder

'

ab

eederiL!±3
B

Loopsection

iqb

ab‑

Latral‑B

MainlineB

Fig. 8. The Loop primary circuit.
Note:

The positive dire￠tion of current flow is indicated by the arrow.
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Fig. 9. The sequence circuit of Fig. 8.

a== AsRER +BsR4R'=(AsR +BsR YRR') ER, (24)

4=esRER+DsR4?R'=(( sR+DsRYRR')ER, (25)
where, ykR,tARR' SDR"'‑2. [refer to Eq. (6)]
LFRRt.
Now, represent the voltage drop in percent of loop primary feeder between S and R,
for convenience, as

ee xl Esl lF IERIxloo, (26)
%E,.
lE.I

then, this value is obtained by using Eq. (24).
Further, the voltage drop in percent on the circuit viewed to the right from the point R can

be calculated by reference to Eq. (19) or (20).
In the result, the voltage drop in percent at any point, k, on main line is given by the

.
equatlon,
.

E.
%Esk==(%EsR+%ERk)
E.･ (27)
4. Conclusion
By representing a load distribution area with the uniformly distributed load as a simple

fbur terminal network, the loop system can be systematically analyzed and the electric
characteristics of the loop system can be fairly precisely derived by reference to Part‑I.
About the problems, such as banking or network and the like, the authors wish to described
in the next opportunity.

Appendix
The represented phase voltage
The represented phase voltage used fbr determination of load admittance in the tree‑
type circuit having a rectangular area with uniform load
as fo11ows:(3)

Formain; E.=[1‑(13ioM)･8]E (v),

distribution is given generally
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Forlateral; EA=[1‑(23ili8!)'e]E (v),
where, e=total voltage drop to the last end of distribution line in percent.
(This value needs to be estimated.)
E = phase voltage at the feeding point in volt. (fbr convenience E :E,)

m .,voltage drop of lateral in present.,. 4dc

total voltage drop in percent 2Zla2+4de
[refer to Eq. (35) in Part‑I]
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